Straightens leaf blade to increase the speed of greens.

 Raises seed heads to allow ‘boxing off’, thereby helping to control the spread of Poa Annua in fine turf.

 Reduces the susceptibility to disease.

 Speeds the recovery from ballmarks, and reduces the damage from spike marks.

 Economical and easy to apply.
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 The Andersons fertiliser range is the market leader in particle size technology BECAUSE SIZE MATTERS. A well sized product gives greenkeepers and groundsmen additional flexibility in their fertility programs to use lighter rates of application while still maintaining a high particle count per square inch. The results of the uniform application and response of The Andersons speak for themselves, consistent turf colour and uniform response, without speckling or striping.

 **CONTACT US TODAY FOR YOUR COPIES OF THE NEW 1999 AMTEC AND BAYCO CATALOGUES**

 **AMENITY TECHNOLOGY**